
Devotion for week of December 16:  

Anticipation  

 

This week’s Advent reading is Isaiah 9:2-7 

What is something you have waited for with excitement?  How did it make you feel to wait?  Do you 

sometimes find that others around you are excited about something but you’re not – maybe even dreading 

it?   

Check out another Bible reading in 2 Chronicles 25:—meet King Amaziah. 

King Amaziah did what God asked but he only did the minimum.  Have you ever done that?  Maybe 

you’re anticipation wasn’t as heated as it could have been?  Try this experiment on your own or with a 

friend or family member. 

Place a rubber band on your top lip.  Make note of the temperature of the rubber band.  Now grab the 

rubber band with both thumbs and forefingers and with the thumbnails touching.  Quickly stretch the 

rubber band several times then place it on your lib again to test the temperature of the band.  It should be 

warmer. 

If you use the model of molecules to explain rubber bands, then they stretch because the bonds between 

the molecules stretch.  This movement of the bonds changes kinetic (movement) energy into thermal 

(heat) energy. 

Jesus warns us to not be lukewarm or, like King Amaziah, to do the bare minimum.  Sometimes even the 

precious Christmas story can seem too familiar—been there, read that—and we lose our fascination and 

anticipation.  We learn to be content.  In the story of King Amaziah, God’s work still prevailed because 

God didn’t need Amaziah to be wholehearted, but the kingdom did not realize the full measure of God’s 

blessings.  Later in his reign, Amaziah’s halfheartedness showed up again when he brought some foreign 

gods home from battle.  Amaziah did not have a strong commitment to the Lord and it showed in the way 

He did God’s work.  Examine your faith life.  Are you wholehearted or halfhearted?  Do you eagerly 



dress and ready yourself for church and Sunday School or do you look for an excuse 

to sleep in?  Do you set aside time to read and memorize God’s Word or do you 

complain that dinner devotions will make you late for your game?  God is the one 

who can make your halfhearted faith life wholehearted and create the kind of 

anticipation Isaiah shares with us. 

looking to take your Advent a little further? 

Go and do:  sometime this week pack an extra sack lunch or care package to share with someone 

who is hungry—maybe it’s a person on the street or maybe it’s just a classmate, co-worker or neighbor.  

How might this action provide hope for those in your community?  Want to go deeper?  Check out mercy 

tree ministry’s calendar and find a date when your family or a group of friends could prepare and share a 

meal with those less fortunate in our area. 

 

 

 


